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 As years go by, Inventions were very rampant. Many technologies were discovered to 
assist our everyday lives; many transportation and chemical industries were build which 
contributes a lot in the improvement of our society, but despite of this improvement, the 
destruction of our mother earth occurs. 
 
 Earth is currently the only place in the universe where life is known to exist. A home for 
millions of species including humans and an attractive planet with beautiful surroundings, but 
with just a blinked of the eye, our planet changed. Now, our planet is already facing an 
environmental crisis. Explosion of human populations, global warming, depletion of natural 
resources, and extinction of many species, wars and conflicts were tremendous this time. 
 
 Every nation and every parts of our world is discussing about this problems and how to 
save our earth from this biggest threat. some people say  that scientist are over reacted with the 
condition of our planet  and some also blamed that science is the cause of this, well think! 
Science is just a systematized body of knowledge and should not be blamed. Instead, we humans, 
who are living in this world, are the cause of these problems, we are the one who misuse and 
abuses science, and we are the one who utilizes and should be accountable of its result. 
 
 The problem that we’re facing now is very serious, our mother earth is indeed gasping for 
breath right now; our harmful pollutions are poisoning her slowly and continues to destroy her, 
with her ozone layer. I think it is about time to give are response to the problem of the only 
planet we live in, by doing our own share of protecting her. By just a simple thing, you can 
already help changing the condition of our mother earth. If not, we will be harming ourselves; 
nature has its own destructive way of disciplining us human, the earth displeasure are now seen 
and felt. That’s why lets link our arms together and be united, our mother earth is seeking for our 
care and respect, let’s show it to her. Participate in all activities aiming to save our earth, plant 
trees, reduce, reuse and recycle things. 
 
 But bear in mind, that for us to achieve our goals of saving our mother earth, it must start 
with our own selves. 
 


